TEN BAY BEACH

ONTARIO ELIGIBLE

BAY COLT Foaled March 25, 2019
Reg. No. 1TP61 Microchip No. 985141001215358

1st Dam VANYT p,3,1:56.3f; BT1:55.4f ($15,645) by Western Ideal. 2 wins at 3. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam ACEY DEUCEY p,3,1:57.1h; BT1:55.1f ($14,690) by Cam’s Card Shark. 2 wins at 3. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:

POKERFACE (M) p,3,1:56.2h; 4:1:54.4h; BT1:53.1f ($161,313) (Art Major). 17 wins, 3 thru 8.

SWEET SUE (M) p,3,1:56.1f; 4,1:53.4f-'20; BT1:53.1 ($64,604) (Sweet Lou). 5 wins at 3 and 4.

No Filter BT1:57.4f-'20 (Sportswriter). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam DUCK DUCK GOOSE p,2,02.01f; 3,1:55; BT1:54.4f ($53,597) by Goalie Jeff. 5 wins at 3 and 4.

herited at Someday Stables, Lexington, Kentucky

EUCERIN (M) p,2,1:53.2f; BT1:52.3 ($65,059) (Cam’s Card Shark). 8 wins at 2 and 3.

IMALWAY p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:52.1f; 4,1:51.3 ($155,327) (Somebeachsomewhere). 8 wins, 2 thru 4.

ERIG p,3,2:02.2f; 3,1:52.2 ($160,325) (Cam’s Card Shark). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg

4th Dam MISTY BRETTA by Bret Hanover. From 20 foals, dam of 14 winners, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, incl.:

SANDS A FLYIN p,2,1:52.1; 4,1:50 ($481,436) (Beach Towel). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S at Meadowlands; second in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands.

PRODUCERs: SAND SPEED p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:55.1f (dam of SPEED AGAIN p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:49.4; 4,1:48.1-$1,072,058), Misty Speed (dam of POWERFUL MIST p,2,1:51.4f; 3,1:50.2; 4,1:50f-$618,631), etc.

Next Dam - MISTY RAQUEL p,3,1:55.3 (Meadow Skipper-RICHELLE HANOVER p,2,T2:00.1-
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Sunshine Beach p,3,1:47.4f

Misty Bretta by Bret Hanover. From 20 foals, dam of 14 winners, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, incl.: